conditions. The analysis of the experimental data points out that an additional possible aging mechanism such as cracking and fracture of the SEI layer could play an important role for cycling operating conditions and accelerate the electrochemical mechanisms. The impact of physical and design parameters on the power and capacity theoretical correlations are discussed. The limits of applicability of the present model are also discussed in this paper.
z E-mail: eric.prada@ifpen.fr Due to their high power and energy densities, Li-ion technologies are the leading battery systems for the new generations of electric vehicles (EVs) and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs). These batteries can suffer from aging issues during service leading to energy and power losses. Aging of Li-ion cells has been widely studied to understand the underlying mechanisms, improve materials and management, and decrease the aging kinetics.
To get insight into these performance degradations, research efforts have been dedicated to model Li-ion cell aging, namely capacity loss or impedance increase, and quantify the impact of aging factors. 1, 2 In spite of intensive investigations on various positive and negative electrode chemistries, these aging phenomena are not always well understood nor quantified and the combined impacts of temperature (T), depth of discharge (DOD), and current intensity (I) still remain difficult to quantify and manage. Even if most aging mechanisms of Li-ion cells have been experimentally identified and described in literature, these phenomena are complex, chemistry dependent and can interact between each other and give different evolution shapes of capacity loss and power fade. From low temperature where Li plating can occur, 3, 4 to elevated temperature where loss of active material can be preponderant, 5 the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) growth at the negative electrode/electrolyte interface is one of the most studied mechanism until now. In most aging models, this mechanism leads to quadratic evolution shapes of the capacity loss and impedance rise in the first phases of the battery life, as described by Spotnitz. 1 In order to model the SEI layer growth, the approaches encountered in literature are either semi-empirical or physics-based. Semi-empirical approaches have been widely described. 1, [6] [7] [8] In particular, Gerschler et al. 8 developed a power-law aging model integrating the dynamics of SEI growth and distinguishing calendar and cycling effects. This model was integrated into a spatially resolved dynamic impedance-based model to take into account thermal gradients inside the cell. Based on a grey-box approach, this modelling technique is rather simple to calibrate but it failed in accurately describing the relationship between capacity and power loss. Moreover, the availability of these semi-empirical approaches is strictly limited to the range of calibration of the model. On the other hand, the electrochemical models, proposed for the first time by Newman and Thomas-Alyea, 9 allow description of the aging reactions occurring at the electrodes interfaces on a physical and chemical basis. This latter modeling approach is more adapted to describe and quantify aging mechanisms at the electrode level, since it integrates the variability of the operating conditions. For simulation purposes, phenomenological Single-Particle (SP) models are preferred to Pseudo-TwoDimensional (P2D) model 10 to save computing resources. As detailed in the following paragraphs, many authors have used physics-based approaches to study Li-ion cell aging with a specific focus on two main phenomena, namely the mechanism of SEI growth and the evolution of design parameters such as the negative electrode porosity.
Even if largely reported, the physical and chemical mechanisms of SEI growth are not universally adopted. The SEI film on the negative electrode material is believed to be composed of two distinct layers. The modification of the negative electrode porosity due to SEI growth, was theoretically modelled by Sikha et al. 15 More recently, Jannesari et al. 16 modeled the variation of SEI thickness in the depth of the negative electrode of a Li-ion battery. This group demonstrated by simulations that improving the ionic conductivity significantly prolongs the lifetime of the battery owing to a uniform side reaction along the electrode.
In all the abovementioned modeling studies, the authors focused on either capacity fade or impedance rise. Capacity fade is generally attributed to irreversible consumption of Li ions, whereas impedance rise is related to the growing SEI layer resistivity and sometimes to the evolutions of electrolyte mass transport properties within the cell. To the best of our knowledge, no theoretical correlations between capacity fade and power loss have been clearly reported and validated on extensive experimental data. In this work, the model of SEI growth by solvent diffusion developed in Ref.
2 is adapted and improved by introducing the dynamic evolution of the negative electrode porosity in a lumped parameter approach. The modelling objective described in this paper is to design a simple physics-based model that could be easily calibrated and used for battery-management-system (BMS) applications, rather than a complex SEI formation model, as described in Ref. 11 with detailed mechanisms for ionic and electronic transport in the film.
After the description of the electrochemical and thermal nominal model developed recently, 17 the theoretical equations of capacity and power losses of the aging model are detailed. In the next section, the experimental calibration and validation of the model are presented for both calendar and cycling operating conditions. The theoretical correlations between capacity fade and power loss are experimentally confirmed through Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) experiments coupled with endurance tests. The theoretical limitations of the present model are assessed by analyzing the differences between simulations and experimental data for cycling operations and potential improvements of the present model are suggested. Finally, the impact of physical and design parameters on the theoretical correlations between power and capacity losses are discussed.
Electrochemical and thermal aging model development
Nominal electrochemical and thermal battery model.-A SP electrochemical and thermal model was developed in a previous paper from the Pseudo-2D mathematical structure to calculate the electrical charge delivered by a Li-ion cell at different temperatures and constant current regimes in both charge and discharge operations. 17 The schematic representation of the 1D (z direction) model of the battery cell of thickness L (Fig. 1 porosity  e,n ), wetted by a liquid electrolyte phase ensuring the transport of Li ions. In this model, the radius of the active material particles was current-dependent to improve the model predictions under fast charging/discharging operating conditions. It was then difficult to address dynamic profiles because of the current-sign change during the cycle so that the model was applied to continuous galvanostatic regimes only. In the present paper, for sake of simplicity the particle radius of the active material is not current-dependent, as traditionally performed in reported battery models.
The main electrochemical equations of the SP model are detailed in Table I .
Considering spherical particles at the negative and positive electrodes, the concentration, and an outer porous organic-containing layer, and because of the small thickness of the inner layer, the SEI film is described in the following developments as a single layer, the outer layer (Fig. 1) .
The main hypotheses assumed in Ref. 2 are summarized in this section. Different reaction schemes have been proposed for the solvent (S) reduction but, for sake of simplicity, the following reaction is considered:
The solvent reduction is assumed to occur at the interface of the inner compact inorganic layer and the organic-containing outer layer. Since the potential window of interest is far from the equilibrium potential of the solvent reduction, U s , it is reasonable to assume a Tafel behavior for the kinetics of the solvent reduction reaction (Eq. 15). In this equation, i t is the total current density, i s is the current density of the side reaction, s,n is the electric potential of the negative electrode, k f and  are the rate constant and charge-transfer coefficient of the side reaction, and In order to simplify the mathematical implementation of the aging model into our previous electrochemical and thermal model, 17 Safari et al.'s model was modified. The electric potential of the negative electrode,  s,n , is considered to be given by the sum of the thermodynamic equilibrium potential, U n , the electrode overpotential, n  , and the ohmic drop due to the SEI film, as classically performed in SP approaches. [19] To simplify the model structure, the total current density, i t , can be expressed as the ratio between the applied current intensity, I, and the electroactive surface of the negative electrode, S n , defined as:
3    [20] so that:
[21]
Considering a classical Arrhenius law, where E a_k is the activation energy of the rate constant of the side reaction, to account for the dependence on the internal temperature, T int , on the one hand, and reintroducing the equilibrium potential of the solvent reduction, s U , on the other hand, Eq. 15 can be written as follows:
Eq. 22 presents the impact of stress factors, such as the internal temperature and the applied current intensity. The impact of the cell state-of-charge, SOC bat , is integrated in the exchange current density of the side reaction, 
The kinetic constant k f of the side reaction can be expressed as a function of
Eq. 23 gives interesting information about the impact of the state-of-charge of the negative electrode on the rate of the side reaction. The higher the SOC of the cell, the higher the normalized inserted Li ion concentration at the surface of the negative electrode, s n  , and, therefore, the higher the rate of the side reaction.
Assuming that the Li ions contained in the negative electrode contribute to the side reaction after delithiation, the variation with time of the available charge, Q s , of the cyclable Li can be expressed as:
The initial condition of Eq. 25 is given by the maximal cyclable Li charge in the negative electrode that can be expressed as a function of the maximal concentration of Li ions, c s,n,max , and the stoechiometric coefficients at 0% and 100% SOC of the negative electrode, x 0% and x 100% :
Eqs. 25 25 Regarding the predictability of power loss, the rise of the cell impedance is generally correlated to the SEI growth rate. 24, 25 According to Eqs. 18 and 20, the electrical resistance, R SEI , of the layer increases with the growth rate as follows:
Since the SEI layer was not considered in the nominal electrochemical and thermal model presented in Ref. 17 , the additional overpotential term,
, has to be integrated into Eq. 8 to account for the impact of the growing layer on the power performances of the cell as the system ages.
As the SEI layer grows inside the porosity of the negative electrode, the available volume fraction of the electrolyte,  e,n , decreases. Under the strong assumption that the layer grows uniformly on a spherical particle, a simple volume balance gives the evolution of the electrolyte volume fraction in the negative electrode as a function of the SEI thickness:
where  f,n is the volume fraction of the filler in this electrode. This equation assumes that the electrolyte volume fraction in the SEI film can be neglected ( SEI = 5% in Ref.
2). Derivation of Eq. 28 gives the dynamic evolution of the lumped electrode porosity:
Eq. 28 can be used to introduce the concept of critical SEI thickness, can be simply expressed as a function of the design parameters,  f,n and  s,n , and radius, R s,n , of the SP representing the negative electrode:
Thus, the design of the negative electrode, which depends on the battery typology 
where Brugg,n is the Bruggman exponent of the negative electrode.
The electrolyte resistance of the whole cell, R ohm , the expression of which is given in the last term of Eq. 7 (Eq. 39 in Ref. 17) , will then increase with aging:
Moreover, the effective diffusivity, 
The above aging model integrates both SOC and temperature effects. The SOC effect is taken into account through the expression of the exchange current density of the side reaction (Eq. 22-23) while the thermal impact is integrated through Arrhenius law in both the current density of the side reaction (Eq. 22) and the solvent diffusion coefficient defined as: [34] In this preliminary modeling work, the degradation mechanisms occurring at the positive electrode are not considered. To briefly summarize the main mechanisms and hypotheses of the present battery aging model designed for the LiFePO 4 -graphite technology, a single source of aging is considered with the solvent reduction reaction occurring at the negative electrode interface. The consumption of cyclable Li ions from the negative electrode proceeds via mass transport of solvent molecules through the SEI layer by diffusion and convection (Eq. 17) leading to capacity loss (Eq. 25). No modification of the electrolyte concentration is considered in this work; only the volume and effective transport properties of the electrolyte in the porosity of the negative electrode change during aging. Indeed, because of the formation of insoluble products, the SEI thickness increases (Eq. 18), gradually filling the porosity of the negative electrode and increasing the film resistance (Eq. 27). The porosity decrease impacts the effective transport properties of the electrolyte leading to a decrease of the effective diffusion coefficient (Eq. 33) and a rise of ohmic resistance (Eq. 32), resulting in a power loss of the system. At the limiting case where the SEI layer reaches its critical thickness (Eq. 30), it is assumed that no access to the active material is possible anymore. This is the End-Of-Life state of the battery system.
Experimental calibration and validation of the aging model
Calibration of capacity fade on calendar tests.-The SIMCAL project, which is funded by the French Research National Agency, provides interesting databases on the capacity and power evolutions during calendar aging of different Li-ion cell technologies. 28, 29 In the database concerning the LiFePO 4 -graphite system under study (high-power cell of nominal capacity 2.3 Ah, A123 Systems ANR26650m1), stress factors like temperature and SOC are being investigated for nine calendar operating conditions: three temperatures (30°C, 45°C, and 60°C) and three SOC (30%, 65%, and 100%). 28 Experimental repeatability is obtained by testing three cells for each operating condition. The mean initial capacity, determined for the 27 cells with a 1C discharge protocol, was 2.175 Ah. The results of capacity loss clearly show aging activation for increasing values of temperature and SOC (Fig. 2) , which is in accordance with results reported in the literature.
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With the simulation parameters presented in Table IV Increasing  SEI with the current is a way to increase the solvent concentration at the SEI/electrolyte boundary and thereby the concentration gradient in the SEI layer. Indeed, as it is well known that the SEI film exhibits limited elasticity and is prone to crack during cycling operations, the value of the SEI porosity,  SEI , could have been tuned to help fitting the experimental data. However, since Eq. 17 and 18 represent the transport mechanism in a nonporous medium, and to simplify the mathematical implementation of the model developed for simulation purposes, it was decided to fit Wang et al's experimental data 7 Mechanical stress within the active particles as insertion/deinsertion occurs, is then a first possible hypothesis to explain the results. Indeed, Li-ion insertion into graphite particles during charge increases the lattice volume, which may partially break the particles and alter the SEI film passivity by exposing newly formed electroactive carbon surface on which the electrolyte can react. This hypothesis has been widely mentioned in the literature and theoretically modeled. Garcia et al. 36 developed a model coupling electrochemical and mechanical phenomena to quantify electrochemically induced stresses in Li-ion battery electrodes. They showed that large stresses develop at high-rate discharge and contribute to mechanical failure of the electrodes. Later, combining diffusion-controlled kinetics and fracture mechanics, Zhao et al. 37 investigated how material properties, particle size, and discharge rate affect the electrode fracture in lithium-ion batteries. Renganathan et al. also
analyzed the impact of current intensity and design parameters (electrodes thickness, particle radius, and porosity) on the fracture phenomenon of carbon particles. 38 According to their model, the stress values within the carbon particles were higher than the tensile yield strength (30 MPa), leading to the presence of cracks above a 6C rate.
Another possible mechanism of SEI degradation was proposed by Ning et al. 39 who studied the aging of LiNiAlCoO 2 -graphite lithium batteries in high discharge rate operating conditions. According to them, the build-up of pressure due to the gaseous products released by the side reaction during cycling might stretch and damage the SEI film. As a consequence, Recently, Delacourt and Safari also simulated the capacity fade of the LiFePO 4 -graphite battery under study in this paper for conventional cycling and driving complex duty cycles of EV. [30] [31] They obtained good results with their aging model, which takes into account the loss of active material of the negative electrode for cycling operating conditions, in addition to the loss of cyclable Li + ions. In their work, this loss of active material was attributed to the isolation of active material particles due to mechanical phenomena occurring during cycling operations and the impact of current intensity on the decrease in the volume fraction of active material in the negative electrode,  s,n , was described empirically.
Our simplified electrochemical and thermal aging model does not take into account the effect of mechanical stress, nor the loss of active material occurring during cycling operating
conditions. However, it shows satisfactory results on both calendar and cycling operating conditions at different temperature, SOC, and current values, and can be easily used to simulate complex cycling profiles such as driving duty cycles for which the current applied cannot be predicted. It is now used in the rest of the paper to investigate correlations between capacity fade and power loss.
Investigation of correlations between capacity fade and power loss on cycling tests.-
Literature on aging studies of LiFePO 4 -graphite batteries offers little information about the correlations between power fade and capacity loss. In order to investigate energy and power losses, cycling tests coupled with EIS experiments were performed at IFPEN on three A123
Systems cells of 2.3 Ah capacity, in particular with the C/2 regime protocol defined by Wang et al. 7 to compare their database at this regime with our results. During the cycling tests, accelerated aging was investigated at high temperature (60°C) and, between two aging periods, check-up protocols were performed at 20°C to determine the residual capacity at a 1C discharge regime and measure the impedance spectra at equilibrium (I = 0) and different SOC. Then, a fitting procedure was used to determine the impedance parameters of the equivalent electrical circuit as a function of aging.
As illustrated in the Nyquist diagram of a typical impedance spectrum (Fig. 5) , several resistive contributions corresponding to different electrochemical phenomena can be distinguished in separate frequency ranges. As described in our previous work, the resistance, As indicated above, the degradation mechanisms occurring at the positive electrode are not considered in this work so that the film resistance on the positive electrode is neglected and R SC is considered to be given by: Finally, R W is a representation of the different diffusion phenomena occurring in the cell. Based on the shape of the impedance spectrum, the equivalent circuit composed of a resistance, R ohm , in series with an inductance and two resistances in parallel with two constant phase elements, as represented in Fig. 5 , was selected to calculate the R ohm and R SC values from the experimental impedance spectra.
From a practical engineering point of view, correlations between capacity loss and resistance increase can be of valuable help to diagnose the state of health of battery packs, especially in applications where no capacity tests can be carried out to determine the residual capacity of the battery, as for HEV applications for instance. With the assumptions of the present model (loss of cyclable Li), integrating Eqs. 25 and 27, and using Eq. 20, allow the capacity loss of the battery, C LOSS (t) to be expressed as a function of the R SC increase, R SC , which is considered to be equal to the R SEI increase (Eq. 36):
Equation 37 can be used as an interesting indicator to determine the capacity loss from the measurement of the increase in the diameter of the semi-circle resistance, R SC , in the Nyquist representation. This relation points out the influence on the capacity loss of both the design parameters of the negative electrode and the physical properties of the SEI layer.
As previously mentioned, the present aging model provides direct analytic correlations of the thickness of the SEI layer with the ohmic resistance (Eq. 32), and with the highfrequency semi-circle resistance (Eq. 36). These two correlations are now analyzed for the cycling experimental data. As can be observed in Fig. 6a , the mean value of the capacity loss measured on the three cells is in good agreement with the data published by Wang et al. and with the capacity loss simulated by our aging model. With the same initial value of 5 nm, the model calculates a SEI thickness of 400 nm after 1500 cycles (Fig. 6b) . In order to fit the simulated and experimental values of the ohmic resistance as a function of the cycle number (Fig. 6c) the Bruggman coefficient was set to 1.3 to start the simulation from the initial value R ohm = 7.95 m. It should be noticed that values of R ohm ranging between 7.5 and 8.7 m may be found in the literature for the A123 Systems cells of capacity 2.3 Ah, which may be explained by differences in connectors of the experimental set-up, differences in the manufacturing processes, or by different levels of aging when the tests were carried out. As a consequence, the change in the value of Brugg,n in Eq. 32 has no physical meaning; it is used to adjust the initial value of R ohm . Considering the scatter in the measured R SC values, the evolution of the simulated R SC values with aging is satisfactory (Fig. 6d) . It should be noticed that different orders of magnitude may be found in the literature for the value of  SEI , ranging In summary, two parameters were adjusted in this section to get a good agreement between capacity and power loss simulations and experimental data, namely the Bruggman exponent and the SEI ionic conductivity. Slight modifications of the Bruggman exponent were necessary to fit the initial value of ohmic resistance, R ohm (0). Indeed, some dispersion in the experimental initial values of R ohm in the calendar and cycling tests may be observed.
They can be due to differences in connectors or by intrinsic cell manufacturing dispersion.
Another possible explanation could be different aging levels at the initial characterization test.
The simulated evolution of R ohm is not in excellent agreement with the experimental values.
This could be explained by a possible consumption of Li-ions from the electrolyte phase, as will be discussed in the following section. On the other hand, the SEI ionic conductivity,  SEI , was adjusted to follow the evolution of the semi-circle resistance, R SC , with aging. mode with a pure electric driving operation was considered. The macro-cycle profile, composed of four driving profiles separated by a 1-hour rest period and a recharge, was experimentally programmed. Four macro-cycles were repeated during a day period at a temperature of 45°C. Every thirty-two macro-cycles a capacity check and EIS measurements were carried out at 23°C. The initial SOC of the macro cycle was 90% and the DOD was approximately 70%. As can be seen in Fig. 7 , the ZEV macro-cycle contains both calendar periods, a classic galvanostatic recharge and four dynamic vehicle-duty-cycle solicitations.
The intensity of the current pulses during the driving mode was within the calibration range of the model, namely 9C.
In this validation test, the Bruggman exponent of the negative electrode, Brugg,n, was set to 1.5 to obtain the experimental initial value of 8.3 m for R ohm (0), and  SEI was set to 17  10 -5 S/m, as for the cycling tests (Fig.6 ). As can be observed in Fig. 8 , the model fits well the experimental data for both residual capacity and resistances. The capacity loss, of about 8%, was lower than in the calendar test performed at 45°C and a SOC of 100% (Fig. 2) , indicating that cycling tests are more severe for accelerated aging than calendar tests. This is in line with the aforementioned analysis concerning the impact of current intensity on capacity fade evolution due to particle cracks during battery cycling (Fig. 3) . It should also be noted that the value of capacity loss after 3 months of complex cycling at 45°C is in good agreement with the value of 8% measured in similar temperature and cycling conditions and reported in Fig. 13 in Ref. 30 . In contrast with R ohm that increased by 12%, roughly as in Fig.   6 , R SC increased only by a factor of 9%, in accordance to the lower capacity fade observed in 
Discussion on the power loss and capacity fade correlations
The simplified aging model proposed in the present work is able to simulate both capacity fade and power loss of the LiFePO 4 -graphite battery under study. Two parameters, Brugg,n and  SEI , were determined by fitting the resistances R ohm and R SC to the experimental values given by the EIS technique. Despite the possible mechanism of particle fracture under high rate cycling, the particle radius, R s,n , and the electroactive surface, S n , of the negative electrode were not modified to fit the experimental data. The values of R ohm and of the SEI resistance, R SEI , given respectively by Eq. 32 and the expression ) (
, are strongly dependent on the physical properties of the porous medium and of the SEI film. Figure 9 shows the evolution of these two resistances as a function of the SEI thickness. As the SEI thickness increases, the ohmic resistance can drastically increase, depending on Brugg,n. The
Bruggman exponent plays an important role on both the initial value and the dynamic evolution of R ohm as the SEI film thickens. As described in Refs. 43 and 44, the Bruggman exponent can be correlated to the tortuosity of the electrode. Decreasing the tortuosity, and thus the Bruggman exponent, improves the performances of the electrode. On the other hand, as illustrated in Fig. 9b , the value of the SEI ionic conductivity,  SEI , can significantly impact the SEI resistance and, therefore, the power performance of the battery. High ionic conductivity of the SEI is essential to achieve good power performance of carbon-based Liion technologies.
Concerning the resistance R ohm , two possible scenarios about the origin of the Li + ions consumed by the side reaction can be discussed from Eq. 32. Indeed, these ions may come from the active Li + ions contained in the negative electrode or from the electrolyte. In the former case, as proposed by Ramasamy et al. for calendar operating conditions, 24 the delithiation reaction at the negative electrode is considered to be the reaction providing electrons consumed by the side reaction (Eq. 14), so that the concentration of Li + in the electrolyte phase, c e , is not modified and the evolution of R ohm is controlled by the porosity modification. In the latter case, the active Li + ions in the electrolyte are partially consumed.
This may occur especially in cycling operating conditions when fractures of particles create newly formed electroactive surface at which the electrolyte reacts. Indeed, as the battery is charged and discharged, concentration gradients in the electrolyte phase are developed in the electrode porosities. During the discharge of the battery, the delithiation reaction at the negative electrode provides Li + ions to the electrolyte phase that will diffuse to the positive electrode where they are consumed by the lithiation reaction. In this case, the Li + ions from the negative electrode can be used for the side reaction, as assumed by Ramasamy et al. 24 In contrast, during the charge of the battery, the lithiation reaction at the negative electrode consumes Li + ions from the electrolyte at the same reactive interface as the side reaction. In this case, it is likely that Li + ions from the electrolyte are consumed by the side reaction, which modifies the Li + concentration in the electrolyte phase and leads to a decrease in the electrolyte conductivity, . In this particular case, the evolution of R ohm is controlled by both the porosity modification and the decrease in electrolyte concentration.
Conclusions and perspectives
With the hypotheses of SEI layer growth by solvent diffusion and porosity Mathematical refinements of the present model to theoretically account for additional aging mechanism, such as the loss of active material at the negative electrode that was not considered in this work, will be the subject of future investigations and model developments.
Another important result in this paper concerns the development of theoretical correlations between power loss and capacity fade that were experimentally validated with endurance tests and EIS data and allowed a theoretical state-of-health indicator based on R SC measurement to be defined. This model-based aging indicator needs further validation on experimental data to determine whether the correlation in Eq. 37 is really applicable in practical conditions. Moreover, thanks to the introduction of the porosity filling mechanism, a new set of equations was presented and used to correlate the evolution of the ohmic resistance to the SEI thickness. This will be used in a future work to shed light into possible mechanisms leading to the end-of-life of LiFePO 4 -graphite Li-ion batteries. Table I . 1D electrochemical equations. [17] 30555 [17] Stoechiometry at 0% SOC Transference Number t + -0.36 [17] 0.36 [17] 0.36 [17] Average electrolyte concentration at rest Bruggman exponent Brugg -1.5 [17] 1.5 [17] 1.5 [17] Solid and electrolyte phase Li Charge transfer coefficients  ox ,  red -0.5 [17] 0.5 [17] Solid 
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